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Abstract 

 

TAI.THAI.TAE. 
 

Kelly E. Ruiz, M.F.A. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2015 

 
Supervisor:  Susan Mickey 

 

The purpose of this thesis is to explore the multiple cultures and 

histories of Martial Arts and the countries from which they stem.  Through 

this exploration I would like to provide a portal for the performance world to 

grasp and expand the artistic values and uses of Martial Arts as an art form 

in its own right.  Martial Arts are a pluralistic and global platform, which 

can be utilized in performance and beyond to create an understanding of the 

world we live in.  They are an unlimited source of culture and history.  I 

have employed the three Martial Arts of Tai Chi, Muay Thai, and 

Taekwondo in a performance to showcase that even within Asia, there are 

massive differences in culture, history, music, clothing, language and 

movement between disciplines.  These differences can be seen in the Martial 
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Arts of each country.  Furthermore, though this exploration I have become a 

student fascinated with the clothing of each disciple and its place in the arts.  

The use of Martial Arts is limitless to those willing to understand and accept 

it, and can create a path to understanding the heterogeneous world we live in 

just by exploring its vast well of knowledge.  It can bring people of different 

cultures and histories together, helping people of the world understand each 

other.  
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Project Overview 

 

The goal of this thesis is to redefine Martial Arts as a recognizable 

form of international and cultural performance by analyzing its history and 

merits as a global, multicultural, and artistic canvas.  Jet Li states, “You can 

use Martial Arts to tell a different story. Ang Lee used Martial Arts in 

'Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon' to talk about love. (Martial)”   

Through creating a performance based on three different styles of 

Martial arts, discoveries can be made about the wide range of cultures, 

movements, clothing, music, and histories that martial arts can provide.  Just 

as dance is considered a visual and performing art, a Martial Art has the 

capacity and right to shine in this light as well. Martial Artist and actor 

Donnie Yen asserts, 

I think a lot of people don't realize that martial arts are just an 

expression like anything else. It's just that most people are not trained 

to punch or kick, but you can walk or run or dance, which is also part 

of expression (Martial). 

The three Martial Arts I have chosen to represent in this thesis and 

performance are Tai Chi, Muay Thai, and Taekwondo.  I chose these styles 
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based on many factors, but the main emphasis is in regards to how they are 

varied.  Although they are all Asian styles of Martial Arts, they come from 

extremely different countries, cultures and histories.  Tai Chi originates from 

China (Choy), Muay Thai from Thailand (Gordon), and Taekwondo from 

Korea (Choi).  Moreover, the title of this thesis paper is, TAI.THAI.TAE., 

and can be utilized as a play on words to illustrate this point.  Just as the 

three names demonstrate, there is an extensive difference in the writing and 

language of these three Martial Arts.  As homophones, it is fascinating, that 

all three have a word that sounds like “tie.”  Tai Chi has “Tai,” Muay Thai 

has “Thai” and Taekwondo has “Tae.”  English is not their originating 

writing system, yet, even so, they are all written differently (See C1).  I will 

delve further into the histories of these styles in a later chapter, but I wanted 

to swiftly show that they already have the basic potential to be known as 

their own entities and not just “Asian.”  Instead of grouping these into the 

altogether too vague and too large category of “Asian,” this thesis will 

investigate the merits and immense differences of these styles in an effort to 

shed light on the importance of each-historically, culturally, and artistically.  

As a costume designer and artist I will examine the art forms, their clothing, 

and their relationship to performance.  My interest in this topic stems from 
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my childhood and my general interest in culture. Furthermore, this 

investigation will open a larger conversation with the artistic world on the 

benefits of all Martial Arts as a global blueprint of culture. 
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Chapter 1: My Life as A Martial Artist 

 

Growing Up With Martial Arts 

This thesis is important to me on many levels.  Martial Arts have been 

a part of my life since I was a child and continue to sprout up in new and 

exciting ways throughout adulthood.  Starting in childhood, and moving into 

recent years, my family has always been keen on classic and contemporary 

Martial Arts films such as, Enter the Dragon, Kung Fu Hustle, Fearless, Ip 

Man, Ong-Bak, Karate Kid, and Crouching Tiger Hidden Dragon, to name a 

few.  Although dramatized, these films subconsciously stemmed my existing 

love for martial arts.  They encompassed varying styles of Martial Arts and 

expanded my knowledge of this distant art form, whether that was the 

intention or not.  Although I did not take any form of martial arts as a young 

person, my father was a black belt in karate (See A6) and made it a point to 

familiarize his family with the art and style of this discipline.  Later on in my 

pre teen years, my stepbrother participated in Judo (See A5) and Jujitsu, for 

which, I regularly watched classes, competitions, and tournaments.  At the 

time I had no interest in taking Martial Arts, but that soon changed as fitness 

became more and more important to me.  My personal introduction to 
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Martial Arts was through Billy Blanks’ Tae Bo fitness videos.  My sister and 

I would utilize these workout videos as basic exercise, yet, unlike my sister, 

I wanted more than just the workout.  I wanted to know where this type of 

movement emanated from and why I enjoyed it so much in comparison to 

my mom’s choice workout video, Sweatin’ to the Oldies, with Richard 

Simmons.  I researched Billy Blanks and found that he was a Taaekwondo 

practitioner.  I kept this information with me and by the time I went to 

college, I enrolled in a Taekwondo class.  It was my first Martial Arts class 

and I was quite nervous, but also extremely excited to finally be 

participating in a real Martial Arts class.  My instructor, Grandmaster Yoon, 

was Korean, and from him I learned more than I could have ever imagined.   

 I first took Taekwondo because I thought it would be fun and a good 

workout, which it was, but it also gave me insight into a world I never truly 

new existed.  Watching Martial Arts movies as a child was fantastic, but the 

purpose of those films was based in entertainment.  Starting out in Martial 

Arts, I immediately thought of Jackie Chan, Jet Li, and Bruce Lee.  I also 

thought back to Billy Blanks and Tae Bo.  What I didn’t know at the time is 

how cultural, and traditional the world of Martial Arts genuinely is.  I 

learned an enormous amount through Master Yoon and the path he set me on 
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was the critical juncture that led to the initial interest in my thesis topic.  

First and foremost, I came to understand that Taekwondo is a Korean 

Martial Arts.  From this momentous discovery I continued to absorb from 

Grandmaster Yoon all I could about Taekwondo, not just as a Martial Art, 

but also as a Korean Martial Arts.  Three years later, Grandmaster invited 

me to teach in South Korea.  I slowly began the journey from pop-culture 

dilettante to serious student of the art form.   

 

Taekwondo in Korea 

 Teaching Taekwondo in its home country of Korea was life changing.  

It was my first time traveling outside of the United States- besides Mexico- 

and I was going alone to a country who’s culture could not be more different 

than the United States.  I did not know any Korean and I was teaching in a 

rural countryside town in which there was definitely nobody who spoke 

English.  It was a huge life adjustment, but one I made willingly.  I was quite 

excited to be in another country and, like a sponge, soaked up every possible 

nuance of the Korean culture that I could.  Although at my American 

Taekwondo studio, I had sparked the notion in my mind of how different 

each Martial Arts discipline was based on culture and its origin, It was not 
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until I stepped foot in Korea that I truly understood how important this fact 

was to the originating culture of each Martial Art. Taekwondo was 

KOREAN.  It was not a derivative of any other culture.  It was and has 

always been Korean.  Personally, growing up in the melting pot that is 

California, this was intensely fascinating to me because I had encountered 

many Koreans and many people who practiced Taekwondo.  Yet, none of 

that resonated with me as much as being in Korea and observing how 

Koreans performed Taekwondo themselves, in their home country. This 

awareness of culture and its importance is the driving point of my thesis.  I 

still remember all of the moments in my life in which friends, family, and 

strangers would gladly tell me they know a little something about 

Taekwondo and go on to talk about my “Gi.”  In their understanding, a “Gi” 

was the uniform I was wearing.  Unfortunately, this assumption demeans 

Taekwondo at its core base- its culture.  Not only is the term “Gi,” Japanese 

and not Korean, it refers to the uniform for Karate (See A6) and not 

Taekwondo (Draeger).  My thoughts on the matter are, “These two uniforms 

are drastically different in form and function.  If the correct term, Dobok 

(Holloway), is unknown, then one should call it a Taekwondo uniform (See 

A13), or a Martial Arts uniform, instead of debasing an entire culture.”   
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This simple encounter that I have had over and over again is an example of 

why this thesis is so important.  I will utilize this thesis to further the 

understanding of Martial Arts and its cultures, in hopes that a broad new 

world may open up for some who may not know such a well of history and 

culture exists. 

 

Traveling Asia in Search of Various Martial Arts’ Cultures 

The first step in my own cultural revolution was to further my 

knowledge of global Martial Arts.  As described, I was shallowly with 

Martial Arts, but most of my knowledge emanated from my experience with 

Taekwondo. Furthering my own awareness of multiple Martial Arts and 

cultures needed to be the cornerstone of my personal sociological discovery.  

Without a range of cultural knowledge and experience, I could not expect to 

share my passion with other people.  To gain this experience, I decided to 

travel Asia for 4 months.  Although Martial Arts exist all over the world, it 

would be impossible for me to experience every single one in the time that I 

had.  Instead, I narrowed down the spectrum to Japan, Korea, Taiwan, 

Philippines, and Thailand.  Even though all of these countries reside in Asia, 

they provide a huge range of culture, history and Martial Arts styles.  This 
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range includes Judo (See A5), Jujutsu, Aikido, Karate (See A6), Sumo, 

Kendo (See A7), Ninjutsu (See A9), Kenpo, Taekwondo (See A13), 

Taekkyeon (See A11), Eskrima (SeeA1), Tai Chi (SeeA12), Wing Chun, 

and Muay Thai (See A8) (Draeger).  As I travelled through these countries, I 

made it a point to experience as much of the Martial Arts culture as possible.  

Whether that meant taking a class at a local studio, interviewing masters, 

chatting with students, going to museums or heritage sites, watching 

performances, watching tournaments, or just wearing the uniforms and 

understanding the history and thought behind them, I found that the most 

important element I was gaining was cultural insight.  Truly being in another 

country and experiencing their history and culture is something you cannot 

gain from books or research.  Just as reading about a Broadway show does 

not give you the same acumen as watching it live or performing it, the same 

goes for Martial Arts.  There is something spiritual about Martial Arts that 

needs to be perceived through action and movement of not only the mind, 

but also the body.  In this way Martial Arts are not unlike Dance.  Some 

cultures, for example Brazilian, already associated the two through the 

“Dance Martial Art” Capoeira (See A3) (Draeger).  It is my goal to expand 

this thought to all Martial Arts. 
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Dance and Martial Arts 

As a Musical Theater undergraduate, I was also a dancer for six years.  

Although I practiced mostly ballet and jazz, I also took classes in modern, 

tap and hip-hop.  My experience in Taekwondo took place at the same time 

as my dance career.  I automatically compared the two at the time and found 

that they are quite similar.  Both are based off of a certain set of physical 

principles, yet they are also open to interpretation and style.  Making the 

movement work within your own body is the key to becoming a skilled 

performer.  Martial Arts is, for the most part, considered a combat sport or 

recreational activity, but it is my goal to expand this narrow view and show 

that it is much more.  In my thesis I would like to explore the use of Martial 

Arts in the performance world.  Just as dance is accepted as a performance 

art, I would like to hold Martial Arts in the same light and expose the world 

to the endless amount of culture, history and movement associated with it, 

that in fact, does not just coincide with sports or militaristic endeavors 

(Delza).  Furthermore, just as dance holds visual vocabularies of clothing 

specific and appropriate for the movements involved, so, too, Martial Arts 

require specific dress for its’ disciplines.  
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Chapter 2: TAI.THAI.TAE. A Performance 

 

Introduction 

The performance part of my thesis is called TAI.THAI.TAE.  It is a 

martial arts and dance showcase piece that will be participating in The 

University of Texas Austin, Cohen New Works Festival under the title 

Clothing Movement Spirituality.  The purpose of this performance is to 

further the goals of this thesis.  In short, I would like to showcase three 

varying styles of martial arts to the audience.  It is my hope that this 

performance will help audiences understand that Martial Arts is a global art 

form, which, can be utilized to help further cultural knowledge.    

The viewer will get a chance to experience the ternary Martial Arts of 

Tai Chi, Muay Thai and Taekwondo.  I have chosen this triad for their 

unequivocal distinctions. Although, all innately Asian in origin, they are 

remarkably different and stand alone as their own entities.  I could have 

chosen to compare, for example, an Asian Martial Art with a European 

Martial Art, but I find it more fascinating to discover the massive differences 

in Martial Arts of the same continent.  One might think that all Asian Martial 

Arts are similar but I am hoping to prove this presumption inaccurate.  
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Furthermore, I hope to leave the audience with the thought that if the Martial 

Arts within Asia itself are so different, then the Martial Arts of the World 

must be a reservoir of additional heterogeneity.   

Within this performance there are multifarious distinctions between 

the troika of Tai Chi, Muay Thai, and Taekwondo for which, I anticipate the 

audiences’ absorption.  This includes, country of origin, language, clothing, 

music, movement, culture, and histories.  The latter list is the intended 

educational objective the audience will receive visually though live 

performance.  In order to promulgate these goals the production will consist 

of three parts- one section for each Martial Art.  There will also be a 

promotional poster (See C1) and a program with a brief history and 

explanation of each form (See C2 and C3).  Each Martial Art will be 

performed in their endemic uniform, and, each piece will make use of music 

from their respective countries. 

 

History and Clothing of Tai Chi and Its Use in My Piece 

The first piece will be a solo act by Sunny Shen in the style of Tai Chi 

or Tai Chi Ch’uan (Taijiquan).   Utilizing Tai Chi movement mixed with 

contemporary dance, Sunny will be able to create fluid and visually 
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stimulating choreography.  As a soft, internal style of Martial Arts, the Thai 

Chi movements themselves are typically controlled and concentrated, slow 

movements (Yip).  There are numerous forms of Tai Chi, but in comparison 

to the other two Martial Arts I will be discussing, the audience will find Tai 

Chi to be relaxing and spiritual as it is supposed to bring calmness, mental 

stability, and clarity.  Furthermore Tai Chi can be utilized as a stress 

management tool (Morris).  Tai Chi is considered part of the Wudang style 

of soft, internal Chinese Martial Arts, as opposed to the Shaolin hard, 

external styles (Wong).  It stems from the Taoist and Confucian principles of 

philosophy and is represented by the fusion of the Yin Yang symbol, Taijitu 

(Wong).  Although Tai Chi has many forms, there are now five standardized, 

major family styles that date back to the sixteenth century.  The Chen-style, 

appropriated by Chen Wangtin in 1580, the Yang-style of Yeng Lu-cha’an 

and the Wu Hao-style created by Wu Yu-hsiang of the 1800s, the Wu-style 

of Wu Ch’uan-yu and his son Wu Chien-ch’uan that ranges from 1834-1942, 

and the latest Sun-style of 1861-1932 established by Sun Lu-t’ang are these 

five major styles of Tai Chi from which most modern forms are derived; 

although the Yang style is the most widely practiced and popular style in 

today’s modern society (Wu). 
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Although Tai Chi can be practiced in any form of loose fitting or 

comfortable clothing, Sunny will don the traditional, formal Chinese silks 

that would typically be seen in performance settings, or, historically by 

masters (See A12) (Lam).  I have chosen a white uniform made from 

embossed silk.  Silk was typically worn because it is very moveable and soft 

against the skin and air.  White or black are also the traditional Tai Chi 

colors as they refer to the symbol of the Yin Yang, which is important to the 

basic forms of Tai Chi (Wile). The pants are Chinese style trousers that are 

fitted at the waist, but loose in the leg, and once again fitted at the ankle.  

The pants cannot be too loose on the leg or they will get in the way of the 

leg movements and cause injury. The shirt is loose fitting as well except at 

the neck and wrist for these same reasons (What to Wear). It has the 

traditional Chinese style collar (Mandarin Collar) and frog closures seen at 

the turn of the century when Kung Fu started to become popularized 

(Evolution). He will also wear the traditional back canvas shoes with rubber 

soles.  These were worn to keep feet safe from infection or cold (What to 

Wear).   Lastly, this section will be performed to traditional Chinese Tai Chi 

music, which was specifically composed to help practitioners with their 

forms and utilizes traditional Chinese instruments such as Di Zi, Gu Zheng 
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and Er Hu (Alias).  This combination of cultural aspects indicative of 

Chinese heritage will stimulate the audience to visually associate Tai Chi as 

a form of Martial Arts specifically from China. 

 

The History and Clothing of Muay Thai and its Use in My Piece 

The next section of this performance will be focusing on Muay Thai.  

Muay Thai is a Martial Art from Thailand, a country in Southeast Asia, 

which is not to be confused with the East Asian country of Taiwan.  “Muay” 

means boxing so it can also be referred to as Thai Boxing (Gordon).  

Although popularized in United States through MMA, or Mixed Martial 

Arts Tournaments, such as UFC, or Ultimate Fighting Tournament, 

historically, Muay Thai gained popularity under King Rama the Fifth in the 

nineteenth century (Gordon).  Before it was known as the modern “Muay 

Thai,” antediluvian Thailand, known as Siam, utilized this combat art for 

battle and eventually it became established as a source of entertainment for 

audiences and festivals.   Originally just referred to as Muay, for boxing, the 

term Muay Thai came into fruition in the early 1900s through King Rama 

the Seventh.  The successor of King Rama the Fifth enacted a codified 

system for Muay and built the first boxing ring in 1921 known as Lumpinee 
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Kick Boxing Stadium (Prayukyong).   The original Muay is now referred to 

as Muay Boran or Ancient Boxing.  Muay Boran is now the umbrella term 

for all ancient Siamese unarmed Martial Arts prior to the rules and 

regulations set forth for Muay Thai (Kraitus).  Because of its dangerous 

nature, Muay Boran is not often taught anymore and many of its techniques 

have been obscured through the popularity and economical value of Muay 

Thai.  One such method is that of fist binding with hemp rope known as 

muay khat chueak (Patterson).  Although still employed by some Thai 

fighters, this technique has been banned in most Western fights due to its 

precarious and fatal nature.  This injunction gave rise to the use of the 

modern boxing glove.  Now, Muay Boran can only be seen as a source of 

exhibition art.  

For this performance I will be mostly utilizing Muay Thai, but I will 

also showcase some elements of Muay Boran as it is the more traditional 

style of Thai Boxing.  There will be four dancers- two sets of fighting pairs.  

They will be adorned in the modern Muay Thai competition shorts in four, 

color variants.  These shorts are made of silk or polyester silk and each 

colored variant piece is heavily embroidered, giving the shorts a three 

dimensional look (See A8). Instead of the Westernized modern boxing 
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glove, for the purpose of exhibition, the performers will don the Muay Boran 

style of hemp hand wrapping.  They will not actually be fighting in a ring 

and therefore will not be putting each other in danger.  I have made this 

choice to showcase the more traditional Thai style of dress.  

Choreographically speaking, this piece will be more of a dance and 

showcase performance of Muay Thai movement.  There will be no real 

fighting.  The main point I want to emphasize is the Wai Krhu Ram Muay.  

The Wai Krhu Ram Muay is a dance warm up tradition I encountered when I 

was in Thailand.  Although I have seen many Muay Thai fighters in MMA 

tournaments, I had never seen this ritual before and I find it culturally 

significant and vital to Muay Thai’s preservation as a Thai Martial Art.  In 

the United States, Muay Thai practitioners tend to disregard the Wai Krhu as 

unimportant to training and either exclude it from their practice or perform 

shortened versions during tournaments, whereas, the Thai practitioners will 

perform this warm up ritual dance for up to five minutes (lee).  The 

significance of this dance is to show respect to your trainers and teachers. It 

is also a signifier to the school you learned from as each school has its own 

personalization of movement.  Muay Thai practitioners also use this dance to 

warm up their muscles, stretch, and get into a physical and mental rhythm in 
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preparation to fight (The Tradition of).  When performing Wai Krhu, Muay 

Thai fighters wear specific traditional, ceremonial garb on their head and 

arms.  The headpiece is called mongkal or mongkhon and the armbands are 

called pra jiad or prajioud (Lee).  Blessed by Buddhist monks, these 

adornments are thought to hold spiritual powers of protection and victory 

(Daoruang).  In Thai tradition the headwear is never to come close to the 

ground and may only be touched by the teacher, and sometimes fighter, or it 

will lose its powers and blessing.  After the ritual dance is performed the 

teacher may take off the headpiece and pray for the fighter or the headpiece 

can be kept around the neck during exhibition.  The armbands do not have to 

come off for the fight and provide luck and confidence for the fighter 

(Special Gallery).  I will be incorporating both the mongkol and pra jiad in 

this piece, as the dancers will be performing parts of the Wai Krhu (See A8).  

Lastly, there is specific music played during a traditional Wai Krhu that I 

will be using for this performance.  It is called wong pee glong and consists 

of sounds from the Javanese Oboe, Thai drums, and Thai cymbals.  The 

songs are specifically for Muay Thai practice and fights and help the 

participants get into their personal, physical and mental space and rhythm 

(Lee).  The differences between Tai Chi and Muay Thai are already 
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abundantly apparent for the audience, but there is a third example to further 

the discussion. 

 

The History and Clothing of Taekwondo and its Use in My Piece 

The last section in this performance will be showcasing the Korean 

Martial Art, Taekwondo.  Although the term, “Taekwondo,” was coined in 

mid 20th century, it stems from a long lineage of Korean Martial Arts and 

history that spans over 2,000 years (Yoo).  Taekwondo’s heritage emanates 

from the roots of the traditional Korean Martial Art of Taekkyeon or Subak 

and originates from a time in which the now known Korea was divided into 

the three kingdoms of Koguryo, Paekje, and Silla.  Around the time of 50 

B.C., Subak was in appearance in Koguryo, but it was the smallest and 

weakest kingdom of Silla that persevered the histories of this Martial Art 

through the Sillan warriors titled Hwarang.  The Hwarang warriors are now 

seen as the forefathers of Taekwondo and laid down the original five codes 

of conduct that are still used in modern day Taekwondo (Troy).  After the 

Japanese occupation in 1909 that lasted 36 years, Subak was all but lost due 

to the bans cast on the Korean traditions, including Martial Arts.  Many 

travelled outside of Korea to practice or formed underground secret groups 
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to preserve the art form.  Then in 1943, Japan and China introduced Karate 

and Kung Fu to the Koreans, which sparked a new age of Martial Arts 

popularity.  Due to the influences of other Martial Arts, Subak evolved into 

many different forms that would lead to what is known as modern day 

Taekwondo (Troy).  In 1955, Subak masters decided to merge the various 

styles into one unified form, for which, General Hong Hi Choi coined the 

term Taekwondo (Morris).  There are now two major schools of Taekwondo, 

ITF (International Taekwondo Federation), and WTF (World Taekwondo 

Federation), but both have ties to the original organization KTA (Korea 

Taekwondo Association).  In 1961, by military decree, the KTA was formed 

and elected General Hong Hi Choi as President.  Later, Choi left the KTA to 

form the ITF in Canada and the KTA developed Kukkiwon, the official 

South Korean national academy for Taekwondo, which was formed 1973 in 

Seoul and has now taken over most of the duties of the KTA, most notably, 

the effort to make a unified style of Taekwondo.  Furthermore, KTA was 

then repurposed into what is now known as the WTF in order to promote 

Taekwondo as a sport (Cook).  To this end Taekwondo became one of the 

three Martial Arts included in the Olympics in 2000, along with Judo, and 

recently Muay Thai.   
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Choreographically speaking, I will be employing movement from 

Taekwondo patterns or forms referred to as Poomsae.  These are movements 

learned in training of fundamental kicks, punches, blocks and stances.  There 

are 16 forms altogether from which I will pull movements (Rother).  

Taekwondo is predominately associated with high, fast, jumping and 

spinning kicks.  The meaning of the word itself is “Tae” for kick, “kwon” 

for punch, and “do” for the way of.  In translation it means the way of 

punching and kicking (Choi).  Poomsae are often quite unified and formulaic 

giving Taekwondo an almost military feel (Rother).  I will use this to my 

advantage by combining the Taekwondo movement with hip hop dance.  

The style of hip hop dance I have chose is the Korean pop style which comes 

from Korean pop music (Kpop).  In this way the audience will get a feel for 

Korean culture through music and movement.  This style of mixing 

Taekwondo and kpop dance has gained popularity through the Taekwondo 

professional demonstration group KTigers.  I have used this group as the 

major inspiration for this piece.   

There will be seven performers for this piece for which they will don 

the traditional Taekwondo uniform called the Dobok (See A13), in white, 

with white belts.  The Dobok consists of cotton or cotton polyester blend 
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trousers and jacket, which have long wide sleeves and pant legs for ease of 

movement.  These outfits engulf a lot of sweat and must be easily washable; 

therefore, cotton is the usual fabric of choice for a Dobok.  The jacket is v-

necked and pulled over the head.  It has a small “v” at the bottom and also 

has an elastic string and button on the inside front to hold it against the body.  

The pants also have two gussets in the crotch to allow for full leg movement.  

The belt then holds the jacket securely around the waist (Punsalan).  Dr. Ang 

Young-Gyu, Dean of the Graduate School at the Korean National Sport 

University states that the uniform is closely related with the Korean 

traditional philosophical idea of Samjae, or three fundamentals that are the 

circle (heaven), square (earth) and angle (humankind).  When looking at the 

uniform it consists of these shapes.  When laid flat the garments form square 

shapes, whereas when worn around the body they shape into a circle.   The 

jacket has a triangle neck as well as a triangle at the bottom edge and the 

gussets on the pants form two more triangles.  Dr. Young Gyu explains that 

the design shows great harmony between practicality and philosophical 

depth.  The white color of the dobok refers to aesthetic significance of 

maturity, perfection, sublimity and beginning.  Furthermore the white 

background of the uniform helps to highlight the blue and red colors of the 
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protective gear worn in sparring.  Traditionally the Taekwondo uniform and 

competition colors are in relation to the five cardinal color systems 

consisting of white, red, blue, black and yellow. In this way the uniform 

should be white, the belt, neckline and any writing black, and the sparring 

gear red and blue.  Then, in competition the referee should appear in yellow.  

This color combination is significant to the Korean traditional culture and 

creates what is considered a beautiful aesthetic.  I have chosen to put the 

performers in the all white uniform with white belt to signify that they are 

beginners.  Although aesthetically speaking, the black trim, black belt and 

sparring gear are quite striking, the performers are not Taekwondo 

practitioners and I would therefore like to stay true to the philosophy of the 

sport and not put them in clothing above their rank.  They will also not be 

wearing the sparring gear because they will primarily be performing 

poomsae, as opposed to fighting.   When practicing or performing forms 

there is no use for extra protective equipment because the purpose of the 

gear is for protection during sparring.  Poomsae forms are closely related to 

dance choreography and do not include hand-to-hand combat.  They are 

done alone or in groups as a whole and not against an opponent like 

sparring. Traditionally speaking, the all white uniform also signifies equality 
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because everyone is wearing the same thing and so it does not matter where 

you come from.  This is also an important part of Taekwondo philosophy.  

Anyone can do Taekwondo if they put forth the effort.  There are a few 

signifiers of status in Taekwondo though for which to set rank.  The main 

indications are the belt and uniform adornments such as patches or writing.  

The rank of the wearer is denoted by the belt color.  “Geup” holders (lower 

rank) wear colored belts whereas “Dan” holders (upper rank) wear black 

belts.  The color and order of the belts may vary depending on the school 

and country, but the traditional colors are based off of the five color cardinal 

system in which the beginners wear a white belt, then yellow, blue, red and 

finally black when they succeed to “dan.”  Some schools have now 

incorporated the secondary cardinal colors such as green or orange so that 

there are more steps to rank to black belt.  For many schools there is a poetic 

or philosophical meaning behind these colors.  White stands for innocence, 

yellow represents the earth and roots for which skills will grow, green holds 

the meaning of growth, blue represents the sky for which to stretch ones 

skills, red signifies danger without self control, and finally black is 

represented by the rejection of fear and darkness, or maturity.  “Dan” black 

belts range from one to nine based on their level of achievement.  This can 
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be marked with stripes at the bottom of the belt or writing on the end of the 

belt (Holloway).  The only other insignia on a Taekwondo practitioner is that 

of patches or writing on the Dobok.  These are usually indications of which 

school the fighter trained at or which country they are from.  Although there 

are actually many styles of adornment for the Taekwondo uniform, it is 

important to me that I don’t fake the level of the performers, which is why I 

have put them in the plain white on white beginner uniforms.  Although the 

Tai Chi section is also performed in white, the audience will be able to see 

the vast difference between use, cut, style, and fabric of the Taekwondo 

uniform.  The movements and music are also vastly different between the 

styles of Tai Chi, Muay Thai, and Taekwondo. 

It is my vision that this three-part performance will showcase the 

major differences in Tai Chi, Muay Thai, and Taekwondo.  
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Chapter 3: Reflections on the Performance of TAI.THAI.TAE. 

 

The performance part of this thesis was presented in The Cohen New 

Works Festival at The University of Texas at Austin.  It had four 

performances in total and ran under the title, 

Clothing.Movement.Spirituality.  This was the original title of the thesis 

performance when I applied for The Cohen New Works Festival.  I later 

changed it as I found that TAI.THAI.TAE. was much more catchy and held 

true to the originating point of the thesis- to showcase the differences in each 

form of Martial Art.  The new title shows the differences in the American 

spellings of each form, which I found intriguing.   

There were three parts to the performance.  The first part was based 

on Tai Chi and was performed and choreographed by Sunny (Jun) Shen (See 

B1).  The second part was based on Muay Thai and the Wai Krhu traditional 

dance and was choreographed by myself.  The performers for this piece were 

Melissa Hand and Kashif Hussain (See B7).  Originally, I had planned for 

four performers, but I changed it to two because I was able to fit in most of 

the Wai Krhu movement between two dancers.  Also, having two performers 

is more like a boxing match in which there are two fighters.  I found this 
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stayed more true to the traditional set up of Muay Thai and what you would 

see in a Muay Thai match or a performance of the Wai Krhu in Thailand.  

The movement for the third Taekwondo piece was partly Martial Arts 

movement, but was also mixed with Korean pop choreography and some of 

my own choreography.  I pulled the Kpop movements from the music videos 

of each song for each specific Kpop music video.  This mix included 

Shinee’s “Everybody”, Taeyang’s “Ringa Linga”, EXO’s “Overdose”, 

BTS’s “Danger”, Super Junior’s “Sorry, Sorry”, PSY’s “Gangnam Stlye”, 

and 2PM’s “Crazy”.  I am fairly familiar with the Kpop world and chose 

songs that were known for specific popular dance sequences.  I also chose 

songs that seemed to flow well together and that could mix easily with 

Taekwondo movement.  The performers in the third piece included Melissa 

Hand, Kashif Hussain, Madi Polomo, Lizeth Katz, Chanel Hsaing, and Sara 

Robillard (See B30).  Originally, I had planned for seven performers, but it 

turned out that six people made better formations.  A local Austin DJ, Riki 

Tsuji, created the entire mix for the show and the run time ended up being 

15 minutes altogether.   

The show itself performed on Monday, April 13th at noon, 

Wednesday, April 15th at 1pm, Thursday, April 16th at 10am, and Friday 
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April 17th at noon in the B. Iden Payne Theater.  The house was setup as a 

thrust stage and there were 120 seats.  At first, I imagined it in the round or 

in a proscenium, so I had to change the vision of the choreography a little to 

accommodate the new space.  I found that the Tai Chi and Muay Thai pieces 

made use of the thrust quite well.  Sunny’s choreography for the Tai Chi 

piece was very circular and dynamic (See B4).  This blended well with the 

thrust set up and the audience was able to perceive his movements no matter 

where they were sitting.  The Muay Thai piece mostly focused on the left 

and right audience but also incorporated the center in some parts.  I still 

found that the audience could get a good view no matter where they were 

seated (See B10).  The Wai Krhu dance is typically performed in a boxing 

ring, which would be considered in the round, and therefore the performers 

would end up facing each side as they made their way around the ring.  In 

this way, Kashif and Melissa would face every side of the audience as well 

(See B8).  I had the toughest time with the Taekwondo piece because Kpop 

movement is all forward facing and forward moving.  The performers 

mostly faced the center audience and had forward momentum for each piece 

(See B20).  Every time the music changed they had to push back to the back 

wall.  I was able to rectify this a little with added choreography and fight 
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scenes that faced the left and right audiences, but all in all, the best seats for 

this section were the center rows.  Luckily, the house was not always full 

and I informed the ushers to seat the center rows first so most of the 

audience members for the entirety of the performance received a good view.   

The clothing for each piece worked out as I had imagined it.  I ordered 

from amazon for all three pieces.  The Tai Chi outfit was ninety dollars with 

rush shipping as it was made in China.  The only problem I encountered was 

that it was missing a frog on one sleeve, but I was able to mend it.  The 

white silk was quite beautiful and it had an embossed dragon pattern on it.  

In performance you could not see that it was a dragon pattern, but it gave the 

fabric a nice depth and texture on stage (See B2).  The ghost like quality of 

the fabric under the lights was quite striking and worked well with Sunny’s 

movements (See B4).  The looseness of the Tai Chi uniform was also quite 

beautiful and proved its use in ease of movement.  It was very tidal and 

matched the music beautifully (See B3).   For the Muay Thai segment, I 

chose to put Kashif in black and gold and Melissa in red, white, blue, and 

silver (See B11).   I thought these colors accented their skin tones quite 

beautifully and played off each other well in performance.  It also gave the 

audience a hint of the wide range of colors that Muay Thai garments offer.  
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Each set of clothing cost about seventy dollars and were made in Thailand 

and shipped overseas.  The shininess of the shorts was extremely interesting 

under lights as well as the depth that the embroidered pieces provided (See 

B12).  All in all, the Muay Thai outfits were my favorite because the shiny 

quality and range of colors were fascinating, especially on stage.  The 

Taekwondo uniforms were also ordered off amazon and cost about thirty 

dollars each.  I found that the all white quality under stage lights was a little 

much for me.  I would have loved to utilize the black belt uniforms with 

black collar and black belt.  I think this would have helped offset the stark 

whiteness of the uniform.  It would have also helped pull the dancers face 

out of the bright white surrounding them (See B21).  Yet, I still hold to my 

idea that they are not black belts and should not wear the black belt uniform.  

The best way to solve this problem in the future is to have black belts as the 

performers.  This would have also helped with the choreography as I felt this 

was the only piece in which the dancers had a hard time grasping the Martial 

Arts movement.  Although, in the end I think they did quite well since it was 

their first time doing this type of movement.  Furthermore, they had a lot of 

fun learning the movements and dancing the Kpop choreography (See B16).  
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All in all it was the most fun and exciting piece, even though they were just 

beginners (See B23).   

Through a lot of effort from many people, the performance part of this 

thesis went quite well.  It proved the idea that Martial Arts is extremely 

varied and cultured, yet it can also be a fun, new and interesting way to 

approach live or theatrical performance.  Although it showcased just three 

different styles of Martial Arts, the performance created a platform for the 

audience to view something they might have not been familiar with that will 

hopefully stay with them as they pursue their own artistic endeavors.  It also 

shows that even in Asia, culture, history, movement, music, and clothing can 

be beautifully varied. 
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Chapter 4: Conclusion 

 

Martial Arts in Modern Society and Performance 

It is true that Martial Arts dates back centuries and was mostly 

practiced for combative or defensive purposes, but it can also be a valid 

modern form of performance and a way to connect a world of cultures 

together.  Through TAI.THAI.TAE. I have made many discoveries about 

Martial Arts of which I was previously unaware. I learned a copious amount 

of information and history about countries and traditions that I was never 

familiar with and never knew existed.  Interest was all it took to spark my 

love for the Martial Arts of the world.  I was only familiar with Taekwondo 

three years ago and now I have a plethora of knowledge that I can utilize as 

an artist and a person.  Because there are so many different forms of Martial 

Arts, there is an unlimited well of uses for each.  For example, Tai Chi is 

currently utilized as a form of meditation and fitness, but through the 

performance I developed, I found that it can also be used as a beautiful form 

of performance art.  Along the same lines, Muay Thai in America is mostly 

used as a fighting mechanism, yet it holds the capacity to be spiritual, 

performative, relaxing, meditative, and non martial.  The term Martial Arts 
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does not truly give justice to the world of culture and uses that it holds.  In 

order to incorporate it into the world of performance, its namesake should be 

analyzed and rethought. 

 

Rediscovering the Term Martial Arts, A History 

Historically, the term Martial Arts encompasses a multifaceted, 

pluralistic, and international realm of codified systems and traditions of 

movement.  Yet, the modern scope of this démodé term leaves something to 

be desired.  In most definitions, this expression refers to East Asian styles 

such as Kung Fu or Karate in spite of the fact that differing forms exist all 

over the world (Draeger).  Moreover, derived from the Latin phrase “Arts of 

Mars,” in reference to the Roman god of war, and utilized by Europeans to 

define their system of combat in the 1550s, the term “martial” inadequately 

implicates that these art forms are created and used by professional warriors 

and customary of Europe (Clements).  This predisposing phrase cannot 

accurately describe the ubiquitous nature of these international treasures. 

Furthermore, Many scholars and authors would contend the use of new 

language such as “fighting arts” or “fighting systems;” however, even these 

cannot fully illustrate the significance of each style and form (Draeger). 
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There are many types of movement in which the main characteristic is not 

combative, but adapted for spirituality, health and fitness, entertainment, 

competition or self-defense.  For example, Tai Chi is an internal style of 

Chinese Martial Arts and is mainly used for the health benefit of improving 

longevity (Yip).  Although “Martial Arts” is historically the most 

recognizable term, one can better and more accurately describe such a broad 

and all encompassing world by simply using a new phrase such as 

Movement Disciplines. 

 

Final Conclusions 

Through the discoveries made in research, examples, and 

experiments, I can fully attest that Martial Arts, or more openly, Movement 

Disciplines, are extremely useful in performance as a cultural platform 

towards heterogeneity.  The historical and modern importance of these 

disciplines should not be overlooked as they can be used in many fashions 

and for many endeavors.  As a costume designer and all around artist it is 

my goal to create worlds, stories, and characters through creativity and 

expression. I found that I was able to achieve a part of this while making 

new discoveries through the use of Movement Disciplines as seen through 
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TAI.THAI.TAE.. There are limitless possibilities beyond this creation.  

TAI.THAI.TAE., the performance, was just one example of a way to utilize 

Movement Disciplines.  It was a stepping-stone to introduce the wide world 

of Movement Disciplines to the artistic world at The University of Texas.  

Someday, it is my hope that these disciplines will make a home in the minds 

of most, just as dance does now.  Movement Disciplines hold the key to 

culture, history, spirituality, and so much more. It simply deserves a little 

space of love in each and everyone’s mind.  Bruce Lee states, 

To me, the extraordinary aspect of martial arts lies in its simplicity. 

The easy way is also the right way, and martial arts is nothing at all 

special; the closer to the true way of martial arts, the less wastage of 

expression there is (Martial). 
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APPENDIX A: 

Illustrative Examples of Martial Arts Clothing 
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A1: Arnis 

Illustrations by Kelly Ruiz 
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A2: Boxing 

Illustrations by Kelly Ruiz 
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A3: Capoeira 

Illustrations by Kelly Ruiz 
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A4: Fencing 

Illustrations by Kelly Ruiz 
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A5: Judo 

Illustrations by Kelly Ruiz 
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A6: Karate 

Illustrations by Kelly Ruiz 
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A7: Kendo 

Illustrations by Kelly Ruiz 
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A8: Muay Boran and Muay Thai 

Illustrations by Kelly Ruiz 
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A9: Ninjutsu 

Illustrations by Kelly Ruiz 
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A10: Shoalin Kung Fu 

Illustrations by Kelly Ruiz 
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A11: Taekkyeon 

Illustrations by Kelly Ruiz 
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A12: Tai Chi 

Illustrations by Kelly Ruiz 
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A13: Taekwondo 

Illustrations by Kelly Ruiz 
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A14: Taekwondo Fighting Gear 

Illustrations by Kelly Ruiz 
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A15: Wushu 

Illustrations by Kelly Ruiz 
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Appendix B 

Images from TAI.THAI.TAE the Performance 
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B1: Tai Chi 1 

Performer: Sunny (Jun) Shen 

Photo: Chian-Ann Lu 
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B2: Tai Chi 2 

Performer: Sunny (Jun) Shen 

Photo: Chian-Ann Lu 
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B3: Tai Chi 3 

Performer: Sunny (Jun) Shen 

Photo: Chian-Ann Lu 
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B4: Tai Chi 4 

Performer: Sunny (Jun) Shen 

Photo: Chian-Ann Lu 
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B5: Tai Chi 5 

Performer: Sunny (Jun) Shen 

Photo: Chian-Ann Lu 
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B6: Muay Thai 1 

Performer: Melissa Hand and Kashif Hussain 

Photo: Chian-Ann Lu 
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B7: Muay Thai 2 

Performers: Melissa Hand and Kashif Hussain 

Photo: Chian-Ann Lu 
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B8: Muay Thai 3 

Performers: Melissa Hand and Kashif Hussain 

Photo: Chian-Ann Lu 
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B9: Muay Thai 4 

Performers: Melissa Hand and Kashif Hussain 

Photo: Chian-Ann Lu 
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B10: Muay Thai 5 

Performers: Melissa Hand and Kashif Hussain 

Photo: Chian-Ann Lu 
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B11: Muay Thai 6 

Performers: Melissa Hand and Kashif Hussain 

Photo: Chian-Ann Lu 
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B12: Muay Thai 7 

Performer: Melissa Hand and Kashif Hussain 

Photo: Chian-Ann Lu 
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B13: Muay Thai 8 

Performer: Melissa Hand and Kashif Hussain 

Photo: Chian-Ann Lu 
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B14: Taekwondo 1 

Performers: Melissa Hand, Chanel Hsiang, Kashif Hussain, Lizeth 

Katz, Madi Polomo, and Sara Robillard 

Photo: Chian-Ann Lu 
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B15: Taekwondo 2 

Performers: Melissa Hand, Chanel Hsiang, Kashif Hussain, Lizeth 

Katz, Madi Polomo, and Sara Robillard 

Photo: Chian-Ann Lu 
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B16: Taekwondo 3 

Performers: Melissa Hand, Chanel Hsiang, Kashif Hussain, Lizeth 

Katz, Madi Polomo, and Sara Robillard 

Photo: Chian-Ann Lu 
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B17: Taekwondo 4 

Performers: Melissa Hand, Chanel Hsiang, Kashif Hussain, Lizeth 

Katz, Madi Polomo, and Sara Robillard 

Photo: Chian-Ann Lu 
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B18: Taekwondo 5 

Performers: Melissa Hand, Chanel Hsiang, Kashif Hussain, Lizeth 

Katz, Madi Polomo, and Sara Robillard 

Photo: Chian-Ann Lu 
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B19: Taekwondo 6 

Performers: Melissa Hand, Chanel Hsiang, Kashif Hussain, Lizeth 

Katz, Madi Polomo, and Sara Robillard 

Photo: Chian-Ann Lu 
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B20: Taekwondo 7 

Performers: Melissa Hand, Chanel Hsiang, Kashif Hussain, Lizeth 

Katz, Madi Polomo, and Sara Robillard 

Photo: Chian-Ann Lu 
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B21: Taekwondo 8 

Performers: Melissa Hand, Chanel Hsiang, Kashif Hussain, Lizeth 

Katz, Madi Polomo, and Sara Robillard 

Photo: Chian-Ann Lu 
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B22: Taekwondo 9 

Performers: Melissa Hand, Chanel Hsiang, Kashif Hussain, Lizeth 

Katz, Madi Polomo, and Sara Robillard 

Photo: Chian-Ann Lu 
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B23: Taekwondo 10 

Performers: Melissa Hand, Chanel Hsiang, Kashif Hussain, Lizeth 

Katz, Madi Polomo, and Sara Robillard 

Photo: Chian-Ann Lu 
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B24: Taekwondo 11 

Performers: Melissa Hand, Chanel Hsiang, Kashif Hussain, Lizeth 

Katz, Madi Polomo, and Sara Robillard 

Photo: Chian-Ann Lu 
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B25: Taekwondo 12 

Performers: Melissa Hand, Chanel Hsiang, Kashif Hussain, Lizeth 

Katz, Madi Polomo, and Sara Robillard 

Photo: Chian-Ann Lu 
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B26: Taekwondo 13 

Performers: Melissa Hand, Chanel Hsiang, Kashif Hussain, Lizeth 

Katz, Madi Polomo, and Sara Robillard 

Photo: Chian-Ann Lu 
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B27: Taekwondo 14 

Performers: Melissa Hand, Chanel Hsiang, Kashif Hussain, Lizeth 

Katz, Madi Polomo, and Sara Robillard 

Photo: Chian-Ann Lu 
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B28: Taekwondo 15 

Performers: Melissa Hand, Chanel Hsiang, Kashif Hussain, Lizeth 

Katz, Madi Polomo, and Sara Robillard 

Photo: Chian-Ann Lu 
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B29: Taekwondo 16 

Performers: Melissa Hand, Chanel Hsiang, Kashif Hussain, Lizeth 

Katz, Madi Polomo, and Sara Robillard 

Photo: Chian-Ann Lu 
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B30: Taekwondo 17 

Performers: Melissa Hand, Chanel Hsiang, Kashif Hussain, Lizeth 

Katz, Madi Polomo, and Sara Robillard 

Photo: Chian-Ann Lu 
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B31: Taekwondo 18 

Performers: Melissa Hand, Chanel Hsiang, Kashif Hussain, Lizeth 

Katz, Madi Polomo, and Sara Robillard 

Photo: Chian-Ann Lu 
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B32: Taekwondo 19 

Performers: Melissa Hand, Chanel Hsiang, Kashif Hussain, Lizeth 

Katz, Madi Polomo, and Sara Robillard 

Photo: Chian-Ann Lu 
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B33: Taekwondo 20 

Performers: Melissa Hand, Chanel Hsiang, Kashif Hussain, Lizeth 

Katz, Madi Polomo, and Sara Robillard 

Photo: Chian-Ann Lu 
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Appendix C 

The Cohen New Works Festival Printed Media 
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C1: Poster 

Designed by Kelly Ruiz 
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C2: Program 1 

Designed By Kelly Ruiz 
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C3: Program 2 

Designed By Kelly Ruiz 
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